
New! Compact Tri-Band Detector

GaAs diode front-end gives you long-range warning
of X, K and Ka -band "photo" radars. Has separate
LEDs and tones for each band. Tone's pulse -rate and
LED meter indicate distance. Selectable tone/LED or
tone -only alert. Mute button cuts tone volume and
resets for next encounter. City/highway control and
FAST circuit cut false alerts. (TSP) 22-1637, 159.95

Tri-Band Detector, New Low Price!

GaAs diode front-end for long range on X, K and new
Ka "photo" radar. Large main LED plus separate
LEDs and tones for X, K and Ka. Tone/LED/both
modes. Tone's pulse -rate and 5 -LED meter indicate
relative distance. City/highway control and our FAST
processor cut annoying false alarms. Was $149.95 in
Flyer #487. (TSP) 22.1629 .. New Low Price! 119.95

New! Pocket -Size Dual -Band Detector

Excellent, money -saving choice if you drive in areas
where Ka -band radar is not used. Separate LED indi-
cators and different tones for X and K -band. Tone
pulse rate and 4 -LED meter indicate relative distance.
Has selectable tone/LED or tone -only modes and
convenient mute/auto-reset. City/highway sensitivity
switch and FAST reduce falsing. (TSP) 22-1638, 89.95

A Road Patrol XK®
n can help you
be a better driver
It's easy for any driver to unknowingly
exceed the speed limit, especially on
an open highway. All Road Patrol -
brand radar detectors provide
long-range alerts to traffic radar. By
increasing awareness of enforced
limits, one of these ultracompact
radar detectors can actually help a
driver remain at safer, legal speeds.

Available
Sept. 30, 1992
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Our Best Ever! New Tri-Band Deteclor With UltraWideband Ka Coverage

Designed to detect the full range of Ka -band
frequencies used by the new wideband traffic
radar guns and "photo" radar. Sensitive GaAs
(gallium arsenide) diode front-end gives you
maximum range on all radars-X, K and Ka.

Separate LEDs and different tones for X, K
and Ka. Dark mode button for discreet night
driving. Tone -mute button. FASTcircuit cuts
false alerts and spurious signal output while
extending range. (TSP) 22-1639 ... 199.95

New! Compact Dual -Band Detector
Small in size, it's a giant in performance! This detector
features different tones to alert you to X and K -band
traffic radars. A 5 -LED signal -strength meter and the
tone's pulse rate help you judge relative distances to
radar. You also get a city/highway sensitivity switch
and Radio Shack's exclusive FASTsignal processor to
help reduce false alerts. Rotary on/off/alert volume
control. (TSP) 22-1628 79.95
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Radar Detector Accessories
(1) NEW! Radar Detector Bracket. 270-038 14.95
(2) NEW! Universal Clip. Stainless steel. Visor -mount radar
detector or glasses case. Use as belt clip. 270-033 .. 3.49
(3) Suction -Cup Mount. For windshield mtg. 270-034, 7.99
(4) Adjustable Bracket. Easy way to mount, precisely posi-
tion and remove most radar detectors. 270-037 .... 9.95
(5) Y -Adapter. Power two 12VDC devices. 270-1535, 5.99
(6) Universal Coiled Power Cord. Four plug adapters. Fits
most detectors, 12VDC TVs. 2 -amp fuse. 270-1528, 9.95

Dual -Band Detector, New Low Price
A better value than ever! Even our lowest priced
detector gives you a discreet size and the long-range
performance of a GaAs diode front-end and a super-
hetrodyne circuit. You also get tone/LED/both selec-
tability, city/highway and hi/lo/off switches and our
exclusive FAST signal processor system to minimize
annoying false alerts. Was $79.95 in 1992 Catalog.
(TSP) 22-1623 New Low Price! 59.95

READY TO USE IN SECONDS! Every Road Patrol radar detector comes with a fuse- protected power cable that plugs into your vehicle's lighter socket. We include a clip -on sun visor bracket plus a
set of hook and loop fasteners for dash -mounting. Either mounting method lets you quickly remove your detector for safekeeping.
EAST' SYSTEM. All Road Patrol radar detectors feature False Alert Suppression Technology. This unique signa processor circuit prevents false alarms caused by signals from other radar detectors
but does not reduce sensitivity to authentic traffic radar signals.

Cat. No. 22-1623 22-1628 22-1638 22-1629 22-1637 22-1639
Price 59.95 79.95 89.95 119.95 159.95 199.95
Size 3/. x 23/. x 4'/e" 3/. x 23/. x 4'/e" 7/e x Ve x 4'/2" 3/4 x 3'/e x 4'A" "he x 2'A x 3'3/141" l'A x 2'/e x Ohs"
Dual -Band V V V
Tri.Band V V
Tri-Band Wide V
Visual Indicators X, K X, K, Ka X, K, Ka X, K, Ka

Separate Tones X, K X, K X, K, Ka X, K, Ka X, K, Ka

City/Highway Switch V V V V V
Mute V V V
Meter LEDs 5 4 5 4 5

Sensitivity X: -114; K: 104 X: -114; K: -104 X: -114; K: -104 X: -114; K: -114; K4: -103 X: -114; K: -104; KA: -100 X: -112; K: -102; KA: -95
-Sensitivity measurement in dBm/cm'

70 RADAR DETECTORS NOT OFFERED WHERE SALE IS PROHIBITED BY LAW / USE MAY BE REGULATED BY STATE OR LOCAL LAW


